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This paper employs a utilitarian framework in order to evaluate

the connnon practice of allowing income tax credits (or exemptions)

for dependent members of the household. Perhaps the strongest case

for this practice can be made when it is assumed that demographic

variables (such as family size) manifest themselves in the consumption

patterns of various households via demographic translating of the

utility function. When this assumption is made, we show that income

tax credits for dependent children are an optimal policy if and only if

horizontal equity is desirable. However, we show that utilitarianism

does not imply the principle of "equal treatment of equals," Therefore,

we conclude that income tax credits are not justified in a utilitarian

framework.
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INTRODUCTION

Many economists· recommend income tax credits as a proper way to

treat differences in the household size by the income tax system. And

indeed, most states and countries have adopted income tax credits or

some imperfeet variant of them (namely, tax exemptions) for their income

tax laws. The purpose of this paper is to examine the soundness of

such a policy.

Whether a tax credit is a good or bad policy depends on how differences

in family size manifest themselves in the comsumption patterns (or, more

generally, the preferences) of households of various sizes. Two of the most

popular procedures for incorporating demographic variables into demand.

systems in general and household size in particular are demographic scaling

and demographic translating [see Pollak and Wales (1978a) and (1978b) and

their references]. Perhaps the most convincing case for tax credits can

be made when differences in family size can be handled by translating.

We consider only the latter procedure, although we discuss briefly the

method of scaling in the concluding section. For our purposes we can

describe the procedure of translating as follows.

Suppose for simplicity's sake that there are only two sizes of households:

small households of a size which is normalized to zero and large. households

1of a size which is normalized to one. The procedure of translating
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Grant DAR-79l7376 and by funds granted to the Institute for Research on
·Poverty at the University of Wisconsin-Madison by the Department of ~ealth,

Education and Welfar~ pursuant to the provisions of the Economic Opportunity
Act of 1964.The opinions expressed are those of the authors. We wish to
thank William Brock and Charles Wilson for some useful suggestions.
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in effect makes the assumption that the preferences of a hou~ehold of

size one over bundles (y, x), where y is labor and x is an aggregate

2
consumption good, are the same as the preferences of the smaller

household over bundles (y, x-b), where b is a constant. In other words,

iif we denote the· utility of a household of size i, by u then the utility

funct~ons are related to each other by the identity

1 0
u (y, x) = u (y. x - b).

In this case, the large family needs., ceteris paribus, an (after-tax) income

which is higher than the income of the small family by b dollars in order

for the two families to attain the same level of satisfaction. 3 This is

why we believe that demographic translating might provide the best

support for income tax credits for dependent members of the household.

It turns out, however, that even if one accepts the assumption of

demographic translating, one will still come short of showing that allowing

income tax credits is an optimal accomodation for family size differences.

There are two main reasons for this failure to justify tax credits. First,

the distribution of wages (or skills or abilities) within each size class

may not be the same. This point is quite obvious and we do not discuss

it here except to mention it. The second reason is much more subtle. It

has to do with the question of whether an optimal income tax system calls

for horizontal equity ("equal treatment of equals") or not. Due to its

second-best nature, an optimal income tax does not in general support the

principle of horizontal equity4 and, as we shall see later, it does not

therefore support the practice of allowing income tax credits for

dependent members of the household.
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THE MODEL

As mentioned in the introduction, we consider only two normalized

household sizes: zero and one. Consumption is denoted by x, and labor by y~

The maximum amount that one can work is y, so that.leisure is y - y .. AII

the households of size i have the same concave utility function over bundles

i(y, x), which is denoted by u (y, x) where i = 0, 1. The two utility

o 1functions, u and u , are related to each other by

I
u (y, x)

o
u (y, x - b), (1)

where b is a positive constant (a translating variable). These utility

functions are strictly decreasing in y and increasing in x. The cumulative

distribution function of real wages (or abilities) of housellolds of· size i

is denoted by F., so that, for instance, F (~v) is the numb-er of households
1 0

of size zero whose real wages are less than or equal to w. R isa pre-

determined level of public expenditures which have to be financed by the

income tax system. Although a more general form of social .welfare functions

can be considered, we restrict our. attention to the utilitarian objective

which is to maximize the sum of the household utilities. An allocation for

the class of households of size i is a (two-dimensional vector) function

[Yi('),x
i
(')], where Yi(w) is the amount of labor supplied by household

of size i which earris a wage rate of w, x.(w) being consumption, i = 0, 1.
1

In order to design an optimal income tax system, the government seeks to

find two allocations, [y
Q
(.), xoC')] and [y

l
(·), x

l
(·)], which maximize the

utilitarian objective, which is

subject to some constraints.

(2)
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First, these allocations must satisfy the government's budget constraint.

Noticing that the tax paid by a household of size i which earns a wage

w is wy. (w)
J.

x.(w), we can write this constraint as
J.

xl(w)] d Fl(w) ~ R.• (3)

Secondly, each allocation [Yi(')' xi (.)] must be attainable by an income tax

function. If we denote by A. the set of such allocations, then the govern-
J.

ment must also satisfy the constraints

[y.(.), x.(.)] EA., i
J. J. J.

0, 1. (4)

By thus formulating the problem of finding the optimal income

tax ~ystem, we allow the two classes of households to face two different

income tax functions or schedules. We then ask whether an optimal income

tax system requires these two tax schedules to differ from each other only

by a constraint. If so, then allowing the larger household an income tax

credit (which is equal to this constant) over what the smaller household

has·to pay constitutes an optimal policy. In other words, if we denote the

solution to the problem of maximizing (2) subject to (3) and (4) by

* *[yi(.) , x.(.)], i = 0, 1, then we can ask whether
J.

*y (w)
o

*y. (w)
J.

*and x (w)
o

*x.(w) - b for all w.
J.

(5 )

If (5) is true, then the two classes of households should be subject to

the same tax schedule, except that the larger household is also allowed

to claim a tax credit which is equal to b.
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THE RELATION BE~~EEN HORIZONTAL EQUITY AND TAX CREDITS

The problem of finding the optimal tax system [i.eD, maximizing (2) subject

to (3) and (4)'] will be. simplified if we introduce the following transformation:

= x-b.
1

lCi

. Accordingly, we define Al as the set of allocations [YlCD), ~1(D)] such

that [Y
l

(D), Xi (.) + bJE: AI. In view of (1), it follows that

A
o

and that

( 6)

(7)

Let us also define

(8)

R (9)

Then the problem of finding the optimal tax system nm., becomes

s. t.:

.{rwy0 (w)

E: A
o

Recall that allowing income tax credits for dependent members of

the household contributes an optimal policy whenever (5) holds. In view of

the transformation (6), condition (5) becomes equivalent to



*y (w)
o

= ~d *x (w)
o

6

for all w (11)

*) * *-*where [Yo(·' X
o

(·)] and [YI(·)' xl (·)] are an optimal solution of the

optimization problem (10).

The question of the desirability of income tax credits can thus be

interpreted as follows. Consider a society consisting of two classes which

are identical with respect to preferences (represented by uO
) but not

necessarily with respect to wage distributions. (F is not necessarily
o

equal to Fl.) Solving (10) yields an optimal income tax system which

consists of two tax functions, one for each class. If these two tax functions

are the same, then (11) holds and, consequently, tax credits are an optimal

way to treat differences in family size.

However, when Fo ~ F
l

, we do not see any reason why these two tax

functions have to be equal to each other. A look at tax formulae available

in the literature [e.g. equation (2.17) of Mirrlees (1976)] clearly suggests,

as is indeed expected, that the optimal tax schedule depends heavily on the

distribution of wages. In other words, when Fo~ F
l

then even if our two

classes of households had the same average wage [i.e.,~~dFo(W) ~WdFl(W)],

it would still not imply that they must be faced with the same tax functions.

If,in addition to F # F , the average wage itself is not the same for the
01.

two classes, then the situation is even more unpredictable.

Let us therefore concentrate on the case where F
o

= F
l

and see

whether in this case (11) has to hold. In order to do this, let us solve

problem (10) in two stages. In the first stage we find an optimal tax

function for raising a certain amount of revenue (denoted by R ) from
o
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one class and an optimal tax function for raising an amount

revenue R
1

from the other class. Formally,for each R
o

and R
l

, we

solve:

max fu
o

[y (w), x (w)] dF (w)
000

(12)

x (w)] dF (w)
o 0

> R
o

E: A
o

and

(13)

>dF (w)
o- ;:l(w)]

max juo[yl(w), }Cl(w)] dFo(w)

s.t.: j[VlY
l

(w)

E: A.
o

Let us denote by [y (', R ), x (', R )], and
000 0

[y1 ( " Rl ), ;:1 (', Rl )"] the

optimal solutions for (12) ahd (13), respectively, and by So (R
o

) and Sl (R
l

)

the optimal values of the objective functions, i.e.,

8 (R )
o 0 j uo[yo(w, R ) ,x (w, R)] dF -Cw)

000 0
(14)

and

(15)

R
l

, then (12) and (13) are identical, and hence, the two functions

So and 81 are the same: 8
o
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In the second stage we have to find the optimal amounts of

revenue that ought to be raised from each class. Formally, we solve

max [8 (R ) + SO (R1)] (16)
a a

-
s. t. : R + R

1
> R.

a

i~ _*
If we denote the optimal solution of (16) by R

o
and R

1
, then the bptima1

* * *-*solution of (10), which was denoted by [Yo(.)' xo (·)] and [Y1(·)' xl (.)],

can be found by

and

,~

y (w)
a

*y (w, R ),
a a

*x (w)
a

*x (w, R )
o 0

Since (12) and (13) are identical when R
o

= R
l

, it follows that (11)

i~

holds if and only if R
o

The latter equality holds if 8 is a
o

concave function. On the other hand, if S is not concave, then
o

* -*Ro needs not be equal to ~l (see Figure 1). Recall that our two classes

are now identical (same preferences and same wage distribution). Hence

*ifR
o

-*Rl and, consequently, (11) does not hold, we may say that we

have a case of horizontal inequity. Thus, the question whether income tax

credits for dependent members of the household are desirable becomes

a question of whether horizontal equity is desirable under the

utilitarian criterion for social welfare.

Let us therefore turn back to the optimization problem (12) [or (13)]

and see whether S is a· concave function or not. Given that the
o



s
o

L- -'-_.l..- ~__ R
o

(a) So is concave:
horizontal equity.

Figure 1

s
o

"'----'-- I- "--- ~_R

o

R/2

. (b) 50 is not concave:
horizontal inequity.
(Note: the slope of
the curve at A must be
equal to the slope at B.)
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utility function u
O

is concave so that there is a diminishing marginal

utility of consumption and increasing marginal disuti1ity of labor,

o
one may expect S to be concave. This is indeed true when one considers

fully optimal allocations which need lump-sum taxation in order to be

sustained. ¥ore generally, one can plainly show that S is concave
o

if the set A
o

5is convex. But if A is not convex, then SO needs not
o

be concave, and horizontal inequity might be desirable.

Stiglitz (1976) has also concluded that utilitarianism may lead

to horizontal.inequity in a very simple context of indirect taxation

and one-person economy. In both his case and ours, this inequity stems

from the second-best nature of the tax tools which are available. In

Stiglitz's case, it is the distortionary nature of indirect taxation

.(no lump-sum taxes being a110wed)Q In our case, the taxes need not be

distortionary. .Some sort of lump-sum taxation falls under the category

of direct taxation. For instance, a head tax and even some lump-sum

taxes which discriminate among individuals are allowed in our case.

As a matter. of fact, in the example of horizontal inequity which we provide

in the next section, the income tax need not be distortionary. (One can move

along some portion of the Pareto-frontier ,,,ith it.) Yet, 'our income tax

fails to achieve a full-optimum; for instance, it fails to equate the marginal

utilities of consumption for all households. This is the source of the

horizontal inequity result in our case. To see this, consider a situation

in which the government treats our two classes of household equally,

'Ie
so that R

o

_'l~

R
I

• Now suppose that we consider raising one more dollar
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from one of the classes and one less dollar from the other. It may be the

case that the burden of raising the additional dollar from the first class

falls primarily on individuals with low marginal utilities of consumption,

while the gain to the other class goes primarily to households with high

marginal utilities of consumption. (Recall that the government cannot

perfectly control on whom to place the burden of the tax or to whom the

gain will go.) Thus, the loss to one of the classes might be lower than

the gain to the other: horizontal inequity will be desirable.

We conclude this section by offering some suggestions on how to

construct an example of horizontal inequity. Suppose that

y (w, R ) and x(w, R ) are linear in R. Then:
a 0 a 0 a

S (R + 6R)
000

S (R )
a 0

+ 6R), x (w, R + 6R)]
o 0 0 0

(17)

uO[y (w, R), x (w, R)]( dF (w)
000 a \ a

y(H,R)]
a a

a
+ uZ[y (w, R ), x (w, R )] [x (w, R + 6R )a a a 0 000

- X (H R)]! dF (w)
a ' a \ a

J 3y (w, R )
u~[y (w, R ), x (w,6R _ a a R )] dF (w)

o 3R a a a 0 a
0

J'3X (w, R ) 0
+ lIR .__0 ____0 uZ[y (w, R ), x (w, R )] dF (w),a - 3R 000 0 a

0

where the inequality sign follows from the concavity of a
u , and the last

equality sign follmvs from the assumption of the linearity of y (w, R )
o 0

and x (w, R) in R. Let us now calculate the derivative S' of S , using (14):
o 0 a 0 0
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f u~
ay (w, R )

Sf (R ) [y (W, R ), X (W, R )] 0 0
(18)aR dF (w)

0 0 000 0 0
0

Ju~
ax (w, R )

+. [y(w,R), x (w, R )] 0 0
dF (w).o 0 o 0 aR 0

0

Combining (17) and (18), we conclude that S (R + tR)
o 0 0

S (R )
o 0

< S' (R) tR , which implies that S is concave.
000 0

Hence, when we look

for an example of horizontal inequity, we much search for cases where y (w, R ),
o 0

and x (w, R ) are not linear in R. This is exactly what we do in the nexto 0 . 0

section.

AN EXAHPLE OF HORIZONTAL INEQUITY

Consider an economy with two individuals. One of them (the poor,man,

henceforth) faces a wage rate of wI; the other (the rich man, henceforth) earns

a wage rate of wz, where Wz > wI. To find the optimal income tax for this

economy we have to solve:

(19)

[y ( . ), x ( • )] E; A,

where A is the set of allocations which can be supported by an income tax

function. Denoting the optimal value of the objective function in (19) by

S(R), we want to show that S is not everywhere concave.

The income tax in our case can be described as consisting of two linear

taxes, one for each individual. Denote by I-a, and T., respectively, the
~ ~

marginal tax rate and the lump-sum components of the linear tax facing
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Let v(a.w., a.w.y - T ),
J.J. J.J.. i

x(a.w.,
J. J.

T.) ,
J.

and y(aiw., a.w..y - T.) be the indirect utility, the consumption demand
J. J. J. J.

and the labor supply functions, respectively. The arguments of these

functions are the net wage rate (a,w.) and ·the net full-income (a.w.y - T.),
J. J. J. J. J.

where y is the maximum amount of hours that each individual can work

(i.e., the endowment of leisure).

In order for the allocation [y('), x(')] induced by these two linear

taxes to belong to A, these linear taxes must be restricted in the following

way. It must be the case that it does not pay for the rich to decide to

be poor (iee. '. to decide to earn the gross income of the poor) and vice versa.

In order for the rich man to make the gross earning of the poor man, he ~vill

have to work only w
l
y(~wl' alw

l
y - T

l
)/w2 • Therefore, the rich will not

decide to be poor if

Similarly, the poor will not decide to be rich if

(21)

As is expected, one can show that (21) is not a binding constraint and may

be ignored, whereas (20) has to hold as an equality at the optimum (see the

Appendix).
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Thegovernmeht's revenue constraint is, in this case:

2
2:

i=l
[w.y (a.w., a.w.y - T )
11111 i

R.

Thus, the government chooses aI' a 2 , T1 and T2 so as to maximize

n
2:

i=l
v(a.w.,

1 1
aw.y-T.)
ill

(23)

subject to the constraints (20) and (22). For each R, denote the maximum

value of the objective function (23) by S(R). Our aim is to find an example

where S(R) is not concave.

To do this, we pick some revenue level, say R = R*, and see whether S

is convex around R*. However, it turns out to be easier to look at another

function S* instead of S. The function S* is defined as follows. *Let al.

*and a
2

be the optimal values of a
l

and a
2

for R = R*. Now let us maximize

(23) subject to (20) and (22), where a
l

and a2 are constrained to be equal

* *to a
l

and a
2

, respectively. Thus, we solve

(24)

subj ect to:

> * *y(al wI' a l wl
y - Tl ), (25)

and

~ [w.y(a~ w., a~ w~y - T~)
i=l 1 1 1 -'- -'- -'-

> R (26)
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The maximum value of (24) is now denoted by S*(R). C1ear1Yt by.the very

* *definition of a
1

and a
2

twe must have

S*(R) < S(R) for all R

and

(27)

S (R~() •

In view of (27), if S* is strictly convex around R*, then S is strictly convex

around R* (see Figure 2). Thus t it suffices to find an examp1e.where S* is

strictly convex.

Consider a linearly homogenous Cobb-Douglas utility function:

u(y, x)
I-a a

y) x, O<a<l. (28)

Xn this case, we have (assuming that R is high enough so that the labor

supplies are positive)

* * *x(a. wi' a. wiY - T. ) a(a. wiY - T. )
1 1 1 1 1

* * (I-a) *yea. w" a i wiY T, ) Y -*-- (a. ~v i Y - T .) •
1 1 1 1 1a,·w,

1 1

(29)

(30)

~,

v(a, W"
1 1

1 * a-INa(l _ N) -a ( )
u. '" a, w.

1 1
(31)

It is simple to show that (26) has to hold as an equality.

This can be used in order to solve T
l

in terms of T2 and R:

+ kR (32)

where

* y[ (1 -
~, ~,

-a
l

a
l

) aWl + (1 - a ) aw2]
2

c = ~,

1 - a + aa
l



Welfare

S* (R)

R*

Figure 2

S(R)

Revenue
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e,i.= -
* *(1 - a. + aa
Z

) a
1

* *(1 - a + aa
1

)a
Z
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< o

'1~

k
a

1 O.=
*

>
1 - a + a81

The optimization problem of maximizing (24) subject to (25) and (26) is

now reduced to

(33)

a· . . 1-0.
a (1 - a) ,

subj ect to:

where

> (34)

and

A = y c eT
Z

- kR) > 0 (35)

B
*.

c - e.T
Z

- kR > O. (36)

The first-order necessary condition for this optimization problem is

(37)

[
I-a.

- A. (1 - a.) -a. a. I-a. a-I]e(l-a.)A B - eaA B =0,

where A.
> o is the Lagrange multiplier. Consider what happens when R = R*.·
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,
If A = 0, then thd first-best optimum isachiev,¥d~t R*, which is impossible.

Hence, A > O. Then it follows from (37) that (recalling that e < 0)

o. (38)

Denoting the optimal T
2

by T2 (R), it follows that

S* (R) (39)

and hence,

a l-a
- a (1 - a) (40)

*In view of (38), One cah conClude that S is a strictly convex function

*of R around R = R if and only if T is a strictly convex function of R

*around R = R .

Employing (34), which, as we have already mentionen, must hold as an

equality at the optimum, we conclude that

and

k F
---- > 0

e E (41)

k
2

e

dF

dR
(42)
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where

and

F = > o (43)

E = > o. (44)

Thus, if and only if dF >
dR

o.

By differentiating (43) with respect to R we obtain

dF
dR

-1 -1] ZA - B (45)

Several authors have shown that the richest person must face a zero

marginal tax rate in the case of a continuous distribution of' wages [see Sadka

(1976a), Phelps (1973), Mirrlees (1976), Seade (1977), Cooter (1978)

7and Brito and Oakland (1977)]. It is not difficult to establish that in

our case too, aZ = 1 (see the Appendix). Hence, - e = k and, from (41),

(43) al1d (44), one can conclude that d!I'2 < Thus,
dR 1.

e + k =
dT Z

k (1 - dR ) > o. (46)

2 Z
Then (45) implies that dF/dR > 0, and thus, d T2/dR > 0 and, consequently,

2 * 2 8d S /dR > o.
'1(

An intuitive explanation for the convexity of S is offered at the

end of the Appendix.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

I

(a) The utility function (28) which we used to demonstrate the

optimality of horizontal inequity was linearly homogenous, so that it

was concave but not strictly so. However, the utility function uE becomes

strictly concave when 0 < E < 1. Continuity considerations suggest that

one can construct an example of horizontal inequity with a strictly

concave utility function by taking E sufficiently close to one.

(rr) Another procedure for incorporating household size into demand

analysis is demographic scaling, used as the basis for constructing,

equivalence scales. Demographic scaling in our case amounts to assuming

that the utility function of the two classes are related to each other by

1
u (y; x)

o
u (y, ~c/b),

where b is a constant greater than one which is called an equivalence

scale. In this case, one should certainly not expect income tax credits

to constitute an optimal policy.

One can argue that the idea behind allowing joint filing of returns for

married couples is to make the optimal allocations

* * 1<be such that Yo(w) = Yl(w) and, especially, xo(w)

we do not believe that such a policy is warranted.

* *[y, ('), x,(·»), i = 1,2,
1 1

*xl(w)/b. However,

If we proceed here" as

in the case of demographic translatinf" by making a similar transformation

to (6), namely xl = xl/b, then the situation will be different in the two

cases. With demographic translating, the marginal rate of substitution of

Xo for xl is one. With demographic scaling, this rate is only lib. In other

words, increasing xl by one unit will cost the society b units of X
o

For

this reason one should not expect to have an optimal policy where
1<

X (w)
o X~ (w) for all w. 9
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Appendix

We will show here that: (a) the constraint (20) is binding whereas

* *(21) is not; (b) a
2

= 1; and (c) a
l

< 1. We will also offer an intuitive.

explanation for the convexity of S*.

For this purpose, we will adopt the transformation used by Sadka (1976a),

and Mirrlees (1976). By denoting gross income as z = vry, we can describe

the preferences of person i over bundles (z, x) by the utility function

iU (z, x) as follows:

i
U (z; x)

z
u(- , x).

w.
~

(47)

One can show that for a large class of utility functions, including

ithe Cobb-Douglas one which we employ, the indifference curves, U (z, x)

are steeper for the poor than for the rich:

constant,

(48)

for all (z, x). One can also show that this must imply that zl < z2'

where z. is the gross income chosen by person i.
~

Using this transformation, the constraints that the rich will not

choose to be poor and vice versa [namely, (20) and (21)] can now be written

as

2
xl)

2
x2)U (zl' < U (z2'

and

1
x2)

1
xl)'U (z2' < U (zl'=

(49)

(50)

These constraints are illustrated in Figure 3.
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The government's revenue constraint (22) becomes

+ >= R. (51)

Employing Figure 3 we can show that

< 1 > (52)

*If a
l

'> It then we can let the' poor man move slightly alqng his indifference

curve to the left of A. Such a move will increase his tax payment without

affecting his utility, which is a contradiction. Similarly, it is shown

*that a
2

; 1.
:I':

It follows from (52) that the net wage rate of the poor. (alw
l

) is

oJ,
lower than the net wage rate of the rich (a

2
w

2
). Given the concavity and

the linear homogeneity of our Cobb-Douglas utility function, th±s implies

that the ratio xl/(Y - YI) of the poor is lower than that of the rich.

But then the poor's marginal utility of x is higher than the rich's.

Thus, if the constraint (49) is not binding, welfare will be improved by

raising Xl and lowering x
2

by the same small amount. Hence, (49) must be

binding at the optimum. But when (49) is binding, then (50) must not be

*We have already shown that a
2

> 1. *If a
2

> 1, then the situation

is depicted .in Figure 4. The rich man's tax payment will increase ",hile his

utility will not change if we let him move slightly along his indifference

*curve to the left of B.Thus, we must have a2 = I, which proves (b).
,',

In order to prove (c), it suffices to show that a
l

i 1, fort by (52),

*a < 1.
1

The optimal tax can be found by choosing Xl' zl' x2 and 2 2 , so as
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to maximize

(53)

subject to (49) and (51).

The first-order necessary conditions for this optimization problem

are:

1
xl)

2
Xl) 0Ul(zl' 8Ul (zl' + A =

1
xl)

2
xl)U2(zl' 8U2(zl' A = 0

2
x2)

z x
Z

)Ul (zZ' + 8Ul (zZ' + A = 0

Z xZ)
Z xZ) 0UZ(zZ' + 8UZ(zZ' A

*where 8 > 0 and A > 0 are Lagrange multipliers. If al
= 1, then=

1 1
xl)Ul(zl' xl)/UZ(zl' -1

This, in conjunction with (54) and (55), implies that

(54)

(55)

(56)

(57)

(58)

= (59)

Since 8 cannot be zero (for otherwise the first-best optimum is achieved),

it follows from (59) that

- 1. (60)

But then (58) and (60) violate (48). This proves (c).
,~

We will now try to help the reader's intuition of why S is convex

around R*. Since the marginal tax rates are kept constant, then so are the
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* *net wage rates (alwl and aZwZ). Consequently, as R changes, the two

persons move along their income-consumption curves (ICC), satisfying

the constraint (49) as an equality. Suppose that at R* the rich and

the poor are at A
Z

and A
l

, respectively, in Figure 5. Then, as R is

decreased by ~R, the rich man moves to, sa~, B
Z

' and when R is increased

by the same ~R, he moves to, say, C
Z

• Since the Cobb-Douglas utility

function is linear along the rich man's ICC, it follows that the increase

in the rich man's utility between B
Z

and A
Z

is exactly equal to the

decrease between AZ and CZ' if BZAZ = AZCZo A similar result holds with

respect to the rich man's tax payment.

From the homotheticity of the Cobb-Douglas utility function, it follows

that B" A = A C " (because B A1 1 1 1 Z Z

it is feasiple, but not optimal, to move the poor from Al to B
l
', as R is

decreased by ~R, and from A
l

to C
1

I
, as R is increased by the sa~e 6R,

Since the utility function is linear along the poor man's ICC, it follows

that the increase in the poor man's utility from A
l

to B
l

' is exactly

equal to the decrease from A
l

to Clio Thus, the increase in social welfare

as R is decreased by 6R will be exactly equal to the decrease in social

welfare as R is increased by the same 6R, if we indeed let the poor move

from A
l

to B
l

' and from A
l

to Clio But such a policy is not optimal

because the constraint (49) will not be satisifed as an equality. Hence,

we conclude that the increase in S* as R is decreased by ~R must be

higher than the decrease in S*, as R is decreased by the same ~R. In

other words, S* must be strictly convex around R*.
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NOTES

lIt is straightforwa~d to extend our analysis to economies with many

size classes.

2 .
The paper can be easily extended to the case where x is a bundle

(vector) of consumption goods and y is a vector of various types of labbr services.

3For an opposing view, see Pollak and Wales (1978c).

4For a similar conclusion in the much simpler context of indire~t

taxation, see Stiglitz (1976) and Atkinson and Stiglitz (1976).

SNote ·that the set A is indeed convex when lump-sum taxation is 'readily
o

available.

6The.constraints (20) and (21) are the discrete case analogue of

condition (2.3) of Mirrlees (1976).

7These authors (except the first two) also show that the marginal tax

rate facing the ·poorest person must, if he works, be zero. In our case of

*a discrete wage distribution, we can show (see the Appendix) that a < 1,
1

so that the marginal tax rate faced by the poor must be positive, provided

that he works.

8Interestingly, S cannot be convex in R everywhere. We can show that if

R is low enough (and possibly negative) so that it becomes socially optimal

for the poor not to work at all, then S must be strictly concave.

9This conclusion depends crucially on the fact that the utilitarian

criterion (2) does not give higher weights for larger households. While one
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is indeed justified not to use weights when the procedure of translating

is adopted (as we have done throughout most of the pa~er), one may argue

in favor of using weights in the case of scaling. We do not elaborate on

this issue here.
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